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This dissertation presents the valuation of Aena SA, traded on Madrid Stock Exchange. Two 
methods were applied – Adjusted Present Value and Relative Valuation – and a sensitivity 
analysis was performed to challenge the values obtained. Through Adjusted Present Value 
methodology a share price of €121,4 per share was obtained. Thus, an Overweight 
recommendation applies. Relative valuation was considered only as a validation tool and, 
therefore, the recommendation was not based on its results. Lastly, a comparison was made 
between the results obtained on the dissertation and the ones reported by J.P. Morgan Cazenove 




Esta dissertação apresenta a avaliação da Aena SA, listada na bolsa de Madrid. Dois métodos 
foram usados – Valor Presente Ajustado e Avaliação Relativa – e uma análise de sensibilidade 
foi elaborada para desafiar os resultados obtidos. Através do método do Valor Presente 
Ajustado, um preço por ação de €121,4 foi obtido. Assim sendo, uma recomendação de compra 
aplica-se. A Avaliação Relativa foi apenas considerada como ferramenta de validação e, assim 
sendo, a recomendação não foi baseada nos resultados nesta obtidos. Por último, uma 
comparação foi feita entre os resultados alcançados na dissertação e aqueles apresentados pelo 
banco de investimento J.P. Morgan Cazenove a 25 de Junho de 2015, destacando as diferenças 
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During the last years, the world’s economy has been facing several challenges, following the 
financial crisis, which led to changes in the way investors act and companies behave. 
These years have been characterized by changes in several sectors with mergers & acquisitions 
and privatizations in some sectors as telecommunications, transportation and infrastructures’ 
management. 
Therefore, Aena appears as a challenging company to value at the moment. An airport operator, 
which performance seems to be linked to economic recovery, operating in Spain and 
internationally and that went through an IPO process recently. 
This dissertation is organized as follows: firstly, a chapter with state of art, the description of 
valuation models already developed and different perspectives; secondly, an overview of the 
airports’ management industry; thirdly, a company overview, where Aena’s reality and past 
financial performance is presented; fourthly, the company’s valuation, based on our 
assumptions on main financial drivers, followed by a sensitivity analysis; lastly, a comparison 
between the dissertation valuation’s result and the one of an investment bank is made, 






2. Literature Review 
 
In this section, we will describe the main methods used in equity valuation exercises, namely 
the Discounted Cash Flow methodologies and the Relative Valuation technique.  
2.1. Discounted Cash Flow valuation methods 
 
Several authors agree to consider Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method as the most accurate 
when valuing a company or on the decision process to pursue, or not, a specific project.  
DCF is based on the principle of valuation, which states that the “value of any asset is the 
present value of expected future cash flows that the asset generates” (Damodaran, 2002). 
Moreover, the value of an asset today results from the discount of the expected future cash 
flows at an appropriate rate. 
In the following chapters, we will present the following cash flow methods: Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital (WACC), Adjusted Present Value (APV) and Dividend Discount Model 
(DDM). 
2.1.1. Cash Flows 
 
Kaviani (2013) presents two possible ways to use cash flows when doing a DCF valuation: one 
can decide to use Free Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF) or Free Cash Flow to Equity (FCFE). 
FCFF represents the cash flow available for both equity and debt holders, while FCFE reflects 
only the cash available to equity holders, after the commitments to other stakeholders paid 
(Mitra, 2010). 
FCFF is calculated according to the following formula: 
 
According to Koller et al (2010), to obtain the Enterprise Value (EV), one should discount 
FCFF at a rate that takes into account the remuneration for both equity and debt holders, the 
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), a term that will be discussed further on.  Thus, 






Regarding FCFE, it can be computed as follows: 
 
The value of the equity of a firm can be computed by discounting FCFE at an appropriate rate. 
However, as stated in Mitra (2010), since FCFE considers only the cash flows available to 
firm’s shareholders, the appropriate discount rate is no longer WACC, but the cost of equity, 
𝑟𝑒, the shareholder’s required rate of return. Therefore, the equity value is given by:  
 
 
Theoretically, if assumptions are consistent and representative of the surrounding environment, 
one should obtain the same equity value independently of the approach chosen. Nevertheless, 
there are some situations where FCFF approach is preferable: if the firm’s FCFE is negative 
and/or the capital structure is unstable1.  
2.1.2. Time frame 
 
Equations 2 and 4 present the value of the firm and the value of its equity, respectively, as an 
infinite sum of discounted cash flows (FCFF and FCFE). Although this computation may seem 
intuitive, it is not feasible, since one cannot estimate these cash flows indefinitely. In order to 
overcome this limitation, DCF valuation is presented in Young et al. (1999) as a sum of two 
parts: the explicit period forecasts and the terminal value. 
2.1.2.1. Explicit Period 
       
The question arising at this stage is how long should the explicit period be and which criteria 
should be fulfilled in order to consider that, from that year onwards, the cash flows will “grow 
at a constant perpetual growth rate”2.  
                                                             
1 Cost of equity becomes highly volatile when capital structure is not stable. 
2 Cassia, Lucio, Andrea Plati, and Silvio Vismara. "Equity valuation using DCF: A theoretical analysis of the long 
term hypotheses." Investment Management & Financial Innovations 4.1 (2007): 91-108. 
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Copeland et al. (2000) argue that the time frame of the explicit cash flow forecast should be, at 
least, as long as the time that the company takes to achieve its steady state. Cassia et al. (2007) 
add that, when the steady state is reached, the company has already exhausted its sources of 
competitive advantage.  
Several authors consider as a reasonable time frame five to ten years of explicit forecast period, 
depending on the specific characteristics of the company as its “size, growth rate and excess 
returns, and scale and sustainability of competitive advantages” (Damodaran, 2002). 
Empirical studies, as the ones presented by Penman and Sougiannis (1997) and Sougiannis and 
Yaekura (1997), show that, as the explicit period becomes longer, the presence of valuation 
errors decrease in a monotonous way. Nevertheless, Ohlson and Zhang (1999) state that 
precaution is still needed. 
2.1.2.2.  Terminal Value  
 
As stated above, the second moment of the valuation is related with the computation of the 
terminal value.  
The majority of the analysts do not give the attention needed to this calculation. Young et al. 
(1999) highlight the danger related with these practices, since “80% to 90% of analysts’ time 
is spent calculating a parcel that corresponds to only 10% to 20% of the final market value 
estimate”. 
Damodaran (2002) presents three ways to find the terminal value: liquidation value, multiples, 
and stable growth model. 
The first one assumes the company will cease its operations in the terminal year and sell its 
assets. The estimation of the assets’ value is called liquidation value.  
In the second method, the analysts compute the terminal value using multiples. Even though 
this method stands out for its simplicity, it could lead to a dangerous combination of relative 
and DCF valuation. One should bear in mind that an estimate of the intrinsic value should be 
the result of a DCF valuation, and not one of a relative value. 
Lastly, the stable growth model assumes that the firm will grow at a constant rate (𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) 
from that year onwards. Thus, the terminal value can be computed as follows:  
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In this computation, the cash flow and discount rate will depend on the type of valuation being 
made: when valuing equity, the cash flow is the cash flow to equity and the discount rate is the 
cost of equity; when computing firm’s value, the cash flow is the cash flow to firm and the 
discount rate the cost of capital. 
The stable growth rate assumes a key role in the final estimate, since a minimal change in its 
value will lead to a significant change in the terminal value, whose main importance was 
already discussed above.  
The value to attribute to the stable growth rate is, therefore, a main concern. Although there is 
not an explicit rule to define the stable growth rate level, this rate cannot be higher than the 
growth rate in the domestic economy (if the company operates only domestically), or higher 
than the global economy’s growth rate (if the company is a multinational or intends to be).  
Simultaneously, some authors argue that a good assumption to make is that the company, 
especially if mature, will grow at a rate lower than this imposed limit. 
2.1.3. Discount Rates 
 
A common characteristic of all discount cash flow methodologies is the presence of a discount 
rate. In every situation, this discount rate should represent, adequately, the reality faced by the 
investors, namely in what concerns risk faced (Koller et al., 2010). 
The discount rate used should be aligned with the specificities of the company of interest and 
with the cash flows being discounted.  
2.1.3.1. WACC  
 
The most common approach to company valuation is the WACC method. This method 
computes the firm’s overall cost of capital. Each capital category is weighted, proportionally, 
as follows: 
 
The cost of debt (𝑟𝑑) and the cost of equity (𝑟𝑒) are both opportunity costs, each resulting from 
a combination of time value and its own risk premium. While the payments to equity holders 
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are done with after-tax cash flows, interests paid to debt holders are tax exempt, being the cost 
of debt reduced to account for these benefits, [𝑟𝑑 × (1 − 𝑡)]. 
When computing WACC some attention is required. Firstly, one should consider the market 
values of debt and equity, and not their book values. Secondly, as Fernandez (2004) highlights, 
one should consider the effective tax rate faced by the leveraged company, instead of the 
statutory tax rate.  
Luehrman (1997) and Mitra (2010) agree to consider as main advantage of WACC its 
simplicity as all financing considerations are included in a single discount rate and, therefore, 
the decision-making process is simplified. Nevertheless, the same authors argue that WACC 
works properly only for the simplest firms, with static capital structures. The discount rate will 
change on a year-to-year basis as debt to equity ratio changes. Changes will also occur when 
the tax structure changes. 
Moreover, Luehrman (1997) states that there is a high probability of interest tax shields being 
misvalued when using WACC as the discount rate. 
In the next chapters, we will attempt to describe both the cost of equity and cost of debt. 
Cost of equity 
 
Several models have been developed to estimate the cost of equity, being the most widely use 
the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), the Fama-French Factor Model and the Arbitrage 
Price Theory (APT).  
Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), Mossin (1966) and Treynor (1965) developed independently 
the CAPM. This one-period model considers that investors are compensated in two ways: time 
value of money, represented by the risk-free rate, and risk. 
Risk is divided into two categories: the systematic risk, 𝛽, which cannot be diversified and 
results from the “exposure to the economic activity”; and the unsystematic risk, which can be 
diversified and is related with “stock specific risks” (Sharpe, 1964). Thus, the investors are 
only compensated for the specific risk “proportionally to their risk exposure”. Cost of equity is 





CAPM has some underlying assumptions. The model considers that all investors are price-
takers and that they care about “returns measured over one period (static view)”. Moreover, it 
also assumes that there are no non-traded assets, no taxes nor transaction costs.  
Fama and French (1993,1996) argue that CAPM presents several empirical failings, mainly 
due to its simplifying assumptions. While CAPM considers that the degree at which a security 
moves with the market is the main factor influencing its price, Fama and French add size and 
value factors to the equation. 
Developed by Ross (1976), APT states that two portfolios with the same level of exposure to 
risk have to earn the same return. The rate of return depends on the exposure to both market 
and firm specific risks.  
One can therefore conclude that the cost of equity is open to a fair amount of controversy. Thus, 
analysts working with cost of equity seek to use models that are commonly used to reduce this 
mystic around its computation. Therefore, we will compute cost of equity using CAPM. 
i) Risk free 
Damodaran (2008) considers an asset as risk free if its actual return matches exactly the value 
of its expected return. In order to fulfill this requirement, two conditions must be verified: there 
are “no default and reinvestment risks associated with the asset”. 
Considering these criteria, Koller et al. (2010) conclude that the only risk-free assets are the 
long-term government bonds, given that those entities have the ability to issue money, when 
needed3. 
To be more accurate, one should discount each cash flow with the correspondent government 
bond, in terms of maturity (Koller et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the majority of analysts prefer to 
work with a “single yield to maturity that represents the entire cash flow stream being valued”4. 
Typically, finance professionals use US treasury bonds with 10 years maturity5 as risk free 
when valuing a US based company and the German bunds, with same maturity, when valuing 
                                                             
3 When compared with the Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank presents a more limited monetary policy. 
4 Koller, T., Goedhart, M., & Wessels, D. (2010). Valuation: measuring and managing the value of 
companies (Vol. 499). john Wiley and sons: 241 
5 Longer maturities as 30 years might be a better proxy to the cash flow stream. However, due to illiquidity the 
price and yield premium may not be a good proxy to current value. 
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European companies.  
Moreover, one should take into account that the government bond rate should be in the same 
currency as the cash flows of interest (Koller et al., 2010).  
ii) Beta 
To compute the expected return of a stock, through CAPM, one needs to compute the stock’s 
beta. Beta measures the systematic, or non-diversiable, risk of a stock vis-à-vis the market as a 
whole. 
Ross (1976) defines beta as “the covariance between the return on the asset and the market 
portfolio”, normalized by the variance of the market portfolio. 
Depending on the capital structure of the company of interest, levered or unlevered, the analysts 




The first equation should be used when WACC applies, while the second one should be used 
in APV, where the firm is considered all equity financed. 
Damodaran (2002) states that if one assumes debt carries no market risk, levered and unlevered 
betas relate as follows: 
 
 
According to Damodaran (2002), there three alternatives to compute beta. 
Firstly, the historical market betas’ procedure. In this case, beta results from the “regression of 
the historical returns on the investment against the historical returns on a market index”. Even 
though it is a widely used approach for publicly traded firms, the author highlights some 
constraints as the choice of the market index, the length of the estimation period and the choice 
of a return interval.  
The second approach relies on the fundamentals of the firm and is called bottom-up beta. The 
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firm’s beta is computed based on a set of comparable, publicly traded, companies.  
Lastly, the third approach considers accounting parameters to estimate the market risk. 
Nevertheless, this method presents major problems as the potential manipulation of accounting 
earnings and their exposure to non-operating items.  
Blume (1971) shows that, over time, betas tend to present “mean reverting properties”, 
meaning they revert towards 1. Therefore, in order to forecast future betas with lower 
estimation errors, analysts may use the following formula:  
 
 
  iii) Market risk premium  
Market risk premium is a relevant parcel when computing the cost of equity and one of the 
most debated topics in finance. 
Fernandez (2004) defines it as the “incremental return of a diversified portfolio (the market) 
over the risk free required by an investor”. The author highlights that CAPM assumes that the 
risk free is given by long-term treasury bonds’ yields. Moreover, this required premium would 
be as higher as the investor perceived risk.  
The mostly used method to estimate market risk premium uses historical returns, being the 
expected risk premium the difference between annual returns on stocks versus bonds over a 
long time horizon (Damodaran, 2015). Nevertheless, critics have emerged with empirical 
studies, as Fernandez (2004), considering the method provides inconsistent results overstating 
the required market premium.  
Damodaran (2015) presents two more approaches to compute market risk premium. The first 
one is based on surveys to investors and managers in order to understand which are they 
expectations regarding equity returns in the future. The second one is the implied approach, 
where, instead of a backward looking as in the historical returns’ method, a forward-looking 
estimate of the market premium is computed using either current equity prices or risk premiums 




Cost of debt 
 
In the previous section, we have analysed the cost of equity and the required values to use in 
its computation. However, the majority of businesses finance their operations using other 
finance instruments apart from equity, as debt and some hybrid6 securities.  
The costs faced by lenders are considerably different from the ones faced by equity holders 
and, therefore, one should take them into account, proportionally to its stake in the company, 
when computing the cost of capital.  
Lenders could incur in a loss if the firm fail to pay its commitments, namely the interest 
expenses and principal repayment.  
The cost of debt (𝑟𝑑) considers, mainly, three variables: the risk-free rate, the default risk and 
the tax advantage associated with debt. Firstly, the higher the risk-free (𝑟𝑓), the higher the cost 
of debt the company will face. The same is true when considering the default perceived risk, 
which will increase the default spread and, therefore, the cost of debt. Lastly, equity and debt 
present different tax treatments - equity cash flows are paid with after-tax cash flows, while 




As previously discussed, WACC could lead to some errors due to its simplicity.  
Myers (1974) presents a better approach to value a business operation, the Adjusted Present 
Value (APV) method. The author considers two categories of cash flows: cash flows associated 
with the business operation (revenues, cash operating costs, and capital expenditures); and 
“side effects”, related with the firm’s financing program (interest tax shields, subsidized 
financing, issue costs, and hedges).  
Moreover, the cash flows coming directly from the business operations are “adjusted for” the 
side effects on other investments and financing options, as follows: 
Firstly, the firm is valued as if it was only equity financed. Therefore, the unlevered cash flows 
                                                             
6 A security that combines both equity and debt characteristics. 
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are discounted at the unlevered cost of equity (equation 9). Secondly, the financing side effects 
– Interest Tax Shields (ITS), costs of financial distress, subsidies, hedges, issue costs, among 
other - are added.  
ITS are computed by multiplying the interest level by the tax rate faced by the corporation. 
Afterwards, their present value is computed by discounting them at 𝑟𝑢 or 𝑟𝐷, depending if debt 
is expected to follow company’s assets behaviour or not. 
APV method appears as a better option when the company intends to change its debt-to-equity 
ratio. Further, Luehrman (1997) considers APV as a better tool since it helps managers to 
access, not only the value of an asset, but also from where that value comes from. Nevertheless, 
APV and WACC, if applied correctly, in the majority of the situations, should yield identical 
results. 
2.1.3.3. Dividend Discount Model 
 
Literature considers Dividend Discount Model (DDM) as the simplest method to value equity 
(Damodaran, 2006).  
In this case, the current price of a stock is given by the present value of its future dividends, 
trough infinity, discounted at the cost of equity. Therefore, the price of the stock today is 
computed as: 
 
Nonetheless, in reality, one cannot make assumptions about expected dividends to infinity. 
Thus, some models have emerged to overcome this situation.  
An example is the Gordon Growth Model, by Gordon and Shapiro (1956), which considers that 
the firm is in steady state with dividends growing at a perpetual stable rate. This model provides 
more accurate results to firms that present a growth rate similar or lower than the nominal 
growth rate of the economy and whose dividend payout policies are well established and intend 
to continue into the future (Damodaran, 2006). 
Even though DDM is considered the simplest method to value equity, it is important to bear in 
mind that it presents several limitations, being the more relevant the easy manipulation of 




2.2. Relative Valuation   
 
An alternative to the discount cash flow valuation techniques, previously presented, is the 
valuation using multiples.  
Lie and Lie (2002) describe this method as a two-step process. Firstly, one should calculate the 
multiples for a set of similar companies and, afterwards, use those to find the implied value of 
the company of interest. 
In fact, more than an alternative to other valuation methods, several authors consider valuation 
using multiples a complement to these other techniques. Fernandez (2015) states that multiples 
should be used in a second phase of the valuation process, after performing the valuation using 
another method. Following the same rational, Goedhart et al. (2005) consider that an accurate 
analysis comparing a company’s multiples with those of other similar firms could be of the 
major importance to test the validity of the cash flow forecasts made previously and to analyse 
the strategic potential of the company vis-à-vis other industry players. 
Valuation using multiples presents a high adoption rate by analysts and managers. Damodaran 
(2002) presents three main reasons for the attractiveness of this method: multiples valuation 
requires fewer assumptions than a DCF valuation; managers and, especially clients, find it 
easier to understand than a DCF valuation; and, it is a more accurate estimate of the market 
current mood.  
Nevertheless, multiples have some drawbacks associated. Damodaran (2002) identifies three 
of them: multiples can generate inaccurate estimates of value if key variables as risk, growth 
or cash flow potential are neglected; moreover, the fact that the valuation is based on similar 
companies can lead to an overvalued company, if the markets are particularly optimistic and, 
therefore, overvaluing the comparable firms, or to an undervalued company, if the markets are 
not so confident about the comparable firms; finally, the lack of transparency associated with 
the underlying assumptions may lead to manipulation.  
Regarding the time horizon when computing multiples, the principles of valuation enhanced 
by the existent literature state that valuations are more accurate if forward-looking multiples 
are used instead of trailing multiples, as reported in Liu et al. (2002) and Goedhart et al (2005), 
unless no reliable estimates are available7. 
The most used multiples are the Price-Earnings (PER) and the Enterprise Value-EBITDA 
(EV/EBITDA). Nevertheless, some authors have expressed a preference for the second one, 
                                                             
7 If this is the case, use the most recent four quarters instead of the most recent fiscal year  
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since PER is highly affected by the capital structure and is based on earnings, which can be 
easily manipulated.  
2.2.1. Peer Group 
 
The main question when computing multiples is to find a set of comparable firms. However, 
the main question is “What is a truly comparable firm?”. This question has been widely 
discussed in literature. Goedhart et al. (2005) state as peers the companies with similar Return-
On-Invested-Capital (ROIC) and expectations of long-term growth.  
 
2.3. Aena’s case 
 
After analysing the existent literature, we are now able to conclude which methods better fit 
the characteristics of Aena, SA.  
Regarding the DCF methodologies, we will apply APV since the firm states on its reports that 
its capital structure will change and, therefore, the WACC approach would not be the most 
appropriate.  
DDM was also excluded from our analysis since it presents a high exposure to dividends 
manipulation. Additionally, Aena’s dividend policy is expected to change, which sustains our 
decision of excluding DDM. 
Moreover, after applying DCF, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis to observe the influence 
of certain variables in the firm’s target price. 
Additionally, we will apply a relative valuation technique. The multiples chosen were the 
EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT, since they are less exposed to capital structure changes than 
earnings’ multiples and are the most accurate ones to use in relative valuation as stated by 







3. Industry Overview 
 
In this section we intend to analyse the airport operation industry’s dynamics. We start by 
identifying the business model of the industry as well as the most relevant trends. Since the 
industry is highly dependent on air traffic figures and tariff regulations, we will discuss these 
two issues with more detail.  
 
3.1. Airports trends and characteristics  
 
According to IBISWorld, businesses that “operate international, national or civil airports” 
comprise the airport operation industry. Additionally, the industry also includes agents that 
support airports, like parking operators, cargo terminals, luggage and handling services or even 
aircraft control and maintenance. Usually, a single fixed-base operator provides these services, 
although some of the services may be managed and operated by other entities. 
An airport may be described as a multi-sided market. This means that the airport operates as a 
platform that connects passengers, both to airlines and to other non-aviation services. This 
implies that the airport can benefit from the existence of externalities, since passengers are 
better off if there are more airlines/non-aviation services and vice-versa.  
As it can be seen in the following figure, there are complex payment streams and relations 






(fixed plus variable) 









Graph 1: Airport Industry Dynamics 
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Nowadays, airports face multiple challenges that impose a continuous drive for efficiency, 
service and passenger growth. As highlighted by PwC in its report Airport operators’ quest for 
efficiency (2015), these challenges comprise: the increased expectations, by both passengers 
and airlines, in what concerns service’s quality; the regulators’ imposed limits on aeronautical 
charges; and “the need to fulfil a national, regional, or municipal development role”. Therefore, 
the capacity of airport operators to focus on operating expenses and investments on the areas 
that provide them unique features, to both passengers and airlines, is crucial to overcome those 
challenges.  
In order to cover their costs, airports have been diversifying their offer with the development 
of non-aeronautical activities, such as retail, parking, real estate, among others. ACI in its report 
An Outlook for Europe’s Airports – Facing the Challenges of the 21st Century (2010) states 
that these activities represent close to 50% of airport revenues, reaching, in some cases, 70%. 
In fact, the non-aviation segment is becoming more relevant since “commercial revenues have 
been growing faster than aeronautical revenues” (Morrison, 2009).  
Air transportation has been changing across the world and Europe is not an exception. The new 
financial reality obliges airports to operate cost efficiently, since they are becoming more 
independent of public finances, and, at the same time, to respond better and faster to the needs 
of a diversified customer base. In fact the EU liberalisation policy for airlines had a visible 
impact over airports, which can no longer rely on their national flag carrier to determine traffic 
growth. Instead, airports are now continuously competing with each other to capture new 
customers: passengers, airlines and transporters while airlines pressure airport operators to 
improve quality services and to decrease costs (Ivaldi et al., 2011).  
Another trend has been observed: the emergence of Low Cost Carriers (LCCs). According to 
the EPRS8 (2014), the European market is the most active one for LCCs business, registering 
250 million passenger trips per year. 
Moreover, the European airports represent not only an important factor for tourism purposes, 
but also a relevant decision factor to companies establishing new businesses’ location. 
Therefore, the local economy can be highly influenced by the airports nearby.  
Regarding future challenges, ACI (2010) highlights four: capacity, environmental, connectivity 
and security challenges. Airports need to plan for possible future increases in capacity, to meet 
                                                             
8 European Parliamentary Research Service 
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demand, at the same time that they respond positively to increasing environmental concerns. 
Additionally, airports need to ensure passengers can move easily across different locations, 
ensuring the maintenance of the required security levels. 
A further analysis of the industry dynamics is presented in Appendix 1, through a Porter Five 
Forces framework. 
3.2. Deal activity 
 
Airport privatization and the participation of private operators are now global trends, boosted 
by the need of governments to look for more efficient ways to manage local airports.  
As reported by PwC in Connectivity and growth – Directions of travel for airport investments 
(November, 2014), the deal activity in the industry has been quite high with a peak of 20 deals 
in the second half of 2013, amounting to US$13 billion (Appendix 2).  
Accordingly to PwC, the drive for privatizations is expected to continue since governments 
seek to realize cash through asset sales.  
3.3. Industry Drivers 
An airport operator activity is influenced by a number of factors, just as discussed above. 
However, there are two main issues that affect extensively its operation: air traffic and tariffs. 
Thus, we will analyse each of these issues with further detail.  
3.3.1. Air traffic 
 
The airport operators’ financial results’ prosperity and the global air traffic numbers are closely 
intertwined. In fact, one would expect that these two variables are positively correlated. 
Regarding global air traffic, since 1992 a positive evolution can be observed, with the figures 
in 2013 being almost three times higher than the ones of 1992 (see graph below). The recent 
financial crisis has reduced the growth rate of air traffic for some years, although the growth 




    








Global air traffic is expected to maintain its growth trend. Airbus forecasts an annual growth 
of 4.7%, on average, between 2012 and 2032. IATA and ACI projections confirm this 
tendency, with a forecasted 4.1% CAGR for the period 2009 to 2029 and 2010 to 2029, 
respectively. 
Given the main relevance of air traffic, and its upward trend, it is important to analyse its drivers 
in order to understand its impact on airport operators’ financials.  
Firstly, the number of air travel passengers has shown, historically, a high correlation with 
global GDP growth. Data show that the number of passengers increases with economic growth. 
In fact, IATA (2008) estimates that air traffic increases at a 1,4 proportion with income 
changes. Moreover, Airbus has also concluded that external industry dynamics, such as 
financial crisis or even the 9/11 terrorist attacks, do not affect air travel significantly (Appendix 
3).  
Secondly, as highlighted by EUROCONTROL, the purpose of the journey is also an important 
factor to consider. The elasticity of air travel demand depends highly on the type of passenger. 
For instance, leisure passengers react strongly to a shock on their income. If their income is 
reduced they are likely to reduce significantly their leisure air trips. As leisure trips have a 
significant expression in the total developed economies’ air traffic, households’ income shocks 
are likely to affect significantly an airport operator’s finances. Also, it is important to consider 
that youngest generations might be more comfortable with virtual meetings and, thus, business 
travels may decrease in the future.  
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There are other factors likely to affect travel patterns such as the possibility of an environmental 
disaster, terrorism, political instability, human rights violations, or just changes in consumers’ 
trends and tastes. 
3.3.2. Tariffs 
 
Additionally to air traffic level, airport operators’ financial results are strongly influenced by 
the fees they are able to charge. These fees are mainly applied to passenger travelling, aircraft 
landing and security measures for the use of the airport service facilities. The level of tariffs 
allowed is computed under a regulation framework established by national agencies and 
governments. The regulation set is in place during a determined regulatory period after which 
the regulator analyses the company performance and determines if major changes are needed. 
There are two methods to compute the maximum fee airports are allowed to charge: the Rate-
of-Return (RoR) and the Price cap mechanism. These two methods are then subject to the 
regulatory environment in place (single-till, dual-till or adjusted-till), discussed in further detail 
below. 
Under the Rate-of-Return methodology, the regulator establishes a maximum allowed rate of 
return for the entire regulated entity’s business. Thereafter, the airport is autonomous in 
establishing its price policy within its network. However, its return on capital cannot be higher 
than the established allowed return. 
In the case of Price cap mechanism, the regulator allows for an average price increase adjusted 
by a “X” factor. Regarding the average price increase, it is commonly determined based on an 
available price index as the consumer price index (CPI). The “X” factor is established 
according to a set of criteria as the productivity level of the industry, the regulator perception 
in what concerns firm’s cost level, or the performance of the company in the previous regulated 
period. 
Regardless of the method chosen, the regulator considers the future operating CAPEX plans 
and its efficient utilization in the previous regulatory period when establishing the maximum 
allowed fee. 
Nowadays, different regulatory environments coexist in the European airport operators’ 




Under single-till, the aeronautical charges are computed taking into account the revenues from 
both aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities. Historically, this regulation has been the most 
widely used in Europe, being now mainly used in the UK.  
Usually the aeronautical charges are lower under this framework, since it considers cross-
subsidization between non-aeronautical and aeronautical activities.  
Advocates of this approach argue that commercial activity’s profits are directly intertwined 
with the level of people in the airport, which in turn determines the success of the aeronautical 
activities.  
Dual-till 
Contrary to what happens under the single-till framework, under dual-till the aeronautical 
charges are computed based only on the aeronautical activities. Nowadays, this regulation 
framework is used in major airports such as Amsterdam and Frankfurt.  
Dual-till has gained more supporters, since not only avoids cross-subsidization, but also forces 
airports to be cost efficient, by deriving the airport fees from the associated costs. 
Usually, fees charged under dual-till will be, on average, higher. Nevertheless, this does not 
mean that passengers will face higher prices, since airlines absorb the increase, to avoid a shock 
in passengers’ demand.  
 
Adjusted -till 
The adjusted-till, also referred as hybrid till, is in between single-till and dual-till frameworks. 
On one hand, it is not a single-till, since it does not consider all non-aeronautical revenues when 
computing aeronautical charges. On the other hand, it is not a dual-till, given that some of the 
non-aeronautical activities may still be regulated together with the aeronautical ones.  
This regime aims to encourage airports to operate efficiently and link CAPEX spending with 
profitability both in aeronautical and non-aeronautical businesses.  
Usually, it is used as a transition vehicle from a single-till to a dual-till, or vice-versa. In fact, 
as Aena is converging towards a dual-till system, currently a hybrid framework is on place.  
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4. Aena S.A. 
 
Aena S.A. is responsible for the management of airports and heliports in Spain. Moreover, 
through its subsidiary Aena International S.A., it is also present abroad, with participations in 
the management of 15 international airports. Aena’s operation evolves around four main 
segments: Aviation, Commercial, Off-terminal services and International (Appendix 4). 
Regarding its Spanish operation, Aena manages 46 airports and 2 heliports, which have allowed 
the company to develop expertise and skills to manage airports of different categories and 
dimensions. The domestic network is organized accordingly to the airports’ annual passenger 
traffic. There are three main airports – Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas, Barcelona-El Prat and 
Palma de Mallorca – and the remaining are divided as follows: Group Canarias (given the 
distance and the importance of inter-islands traffic), Group I (more than 2 million 
passengers/year), Group II (more than 500 000 passengers/year) and Group III (less than 500 
000 passengers/year).  
Internationally, Aena is present in three different countries: the United Kingdom (London-
Luton Airport, 51% stake), Mexico (Aeropuertos Mexicanos del Pacífico, 33,33% stake) and 
Colombia (Sociedad Aeroportuaria de la Costa, 37,89% stake; Aerocali, 50% stake). 
4.1. Shareholder structure 
 
As the majority of airport operators worldwide, Aena is a state-owned company, being 
ENAIRE its Parent Company. Nevertheless, and also as verified among other players, Aena is 
















Graph 3: Aena’s Ownership (Source: Reuters - 8/12/2015) 
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4.2. Share Price 
 
Aena is listed since 11 February 2015 on Madrid stock exchange. The IPO price was of 58 





Aena is the world’s largest airport operator in what concerns passengers’ level. In 2014, traffic 
reached 206,4 million passengers (both Spanish network and London-Luton airport), a number 
considerably higher than the ones verified among the main airport operators (Appendix 5). 
Furthermore, two of Aena’s Spanish network airports – Madrid Barajas and Barcelona El Prat 
– are among the top ten EU airports in terms of passengers’ level. 
Given the company releases, it is possible to analyse the traffic typology in Spanish airports 
with further detail. Data suggests that there is a relation between the world economic growth 
and the air traffic level verified. For instance, during the last financial crisis, the international 
traffic outperformed the domestic one, which could be explained by the strong effects felt on 
the Spanish economy during this period.  
Since 2013, one can observe a positive trend, mainly due to the economic recovery in some 
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Graph 5: Aena’s traffic evolution 2000-2015 (Source: Company reports) 
 
A detailed analysis of traffic of the Spanish network and investee airports is presented in 
Appendix 6. Additionally to the economic recovery, the emergence of LCCs has contributed 
to the recovery of traffic at Aena, given their relevance among the airlines serving Aena 
(Appendix 7). 
4.4. Tariffs  
Aena’s operation is highly regulated. There are limits to the price that can be charged per 
passenger, among other rules, that are established by the regulator. Regarding the regulatory 
environment, Aena is now in a transitory phase, denominated hybrid till, towards a dual-till 
system, which will be reached in 2018. This phase has started in 2014, and, therefore, it has a 
total duration of 5 years.  
From 2014 to 2018, the portion of the non-aeronautical activities’ profits subsidizing the 
aeronautical business is going to decrease 20% each year. Initially, in 2014, the parcel of non-
aeronautical income taken into account will be 80% and, thus, 0% will be reached in 2018. 
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
80% 60% 40% 20% 0% 
Table 1: Percentage of non-aeronautical profits subsidizing aeronautical segments 2014-2018 (Source: Company reports) 
From 2017 onwards, DGAC (Dirección General de Aviación Civil) will establish the fees to 
be charged in the following years. These fees are established under DORA (Document of 
Airport Regulation) agreements, whose length is 5 years. The main objective behind these 
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contracts, which avoid regulatory uncertainty, is to “provide revenue visibility”. On the other 





Graph 6: Regulation Schedule (Source: Spanish National Authority of Markets and Competition) 
 
4.5. Historical Performance 
 
4.5.1. Revenues  
 
Aena’s total revenues have been increasing, with a CAGR of +6,3% from 2011 to 2014. This 
positive trend is expected to be maintained in 2015, with total revenues being 11,2% higher 
than the ones verified in 2014.  
 
 
Regarding its distribution among the four segments of the company in 2014 – Aviation, 
Commercial, Off-terminal services and International – aviation accounts for the majority, being 
2017 
Hybrid-till Dual-till 
2013 2021 2026 
1st DORA 2nd DORA Yearly fees increase 
2018 
CAGR 2011-2014: +6,3% 





responsible for 70,82% of total ordinary revenue, followed by commercial activities, 19,89%, 





All the four segments registered a rise in ordinary revenue in the last years. The international 
segment had the more significant increase, which is explained by the takeover of London-Luton 
airport.  
However, although revenue in the aviation segment has increased (mainly due to the 
improvement in traffic), this segment has reduced its influence in Aena’s total revenue from 
74,07% in 2013 to 70,82% in 2014. On the other hand, commercial activities (both inside and 
outside terminals) are increasing their stake in total ordinary revenues; their revenues rise is 
mainly explained by the new-long term contract signed with World Duty Free Group, the 
improvement of restaurants and shop areas and the re-launch of parking business. This 
confirms the industry trend of the increased importance of non-aeronautical activities for the 









Distribution of total revenue per segment 2013 (%) 




Distribution of total revenue per segment 2014 (%) 




Distribution of total revenue per segment 2014 (%) 





4.5.2. Operating expenses 
 
Aena has been implementing since 2012 an efficiency plan, which has contributed to a 
significant cost reduction. From 2011 to 2014, operating expenses have been reduced at a 
CAGR of -5,2%.  
However, in 2015 an increase is expected, +21,31%, given Luton full consolidation and new 





 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 
Operating Expenses (% revenues) 64,87% 60,53% 46,80% 41,02% 44,77% 
Table 2: Operating Expenses as percentage of revenues (2011-2015) (Source: Own Calculations) 
 
“Other operating expenses” is the largest expense item on Aena’s financials. This item includes 
several expenses, mainly related to security measures. Staff costs are also significant on Aena’s 
total expenses.   
Graph 9: Operating Expenses 2011-2015 (€ Millions) (Source: Company reports; Own calculations) 





Graph 10: Operating Expenses Composition (2011-2015, € millions) 
 
The efficiency plan was, therefore, applied correctly and from now onwards costs are expected 
to rise following the increase in air travel. 
 
4.5.3. Capital Expenditures and Depreciations & Amortizations 
 
In the last few years, Aena has been improving its network infrastructure to fulfil both 
passengers and airlines needs and desires. The improvement of common areas as commercial 
installations, the construction and extension of terminal buildings, and the enhancement of 
runways are examples of investments made by the company that have allowed Aena to be 
recognized worldwide by its modern and competitive airport network.  
The company recognizes that the network airports have now the required capacity to satisfy 
future growth. This is reflected in the pronounced decline felt in CAPEX levels in the more 
recent years.  





In 2014, a reduction of -35,8% was registered in CAPEX, which is line with the effort of the 
company to concentrate investment in the maintenance of the current infrastructures, while 
meeting security levels and environmental targets. At the same time, Aena intends to make 
investments that drive its commercial revenues as stated in the company strategic goals, which 
allied with the new investments to be made in Luton airport, leads to an increase in CAPEX in 
2015.  
Regarding D&A, they have decreased until 2014, in line with the lower investment. In 2015, 
an increase is expected to occur, allowing for Luton depreciation.  
 
4.5.4. Net Debt 
 
Net Debt has been decreasing since 2011, which is reflected in the evolution of Net 
Debt/EBITDA. This ratio has been decreasing, reaching a value of 5,75x in 2014. Contributing 
to this evolution is the increase in EBITDA associated with the capacity of the firm to generate 
free cash flow used to repay the debt.  In 2015, a Net Debt/EBITDA ratio of 5,03x is expected, 
given the reduction in debt and cash in the balance sheet. 
 
 






Nevertheless, Aena still presents a high level of leverage, which is mainly explained by the 
investment plan described in the previous section.  
Regarding cash, in 2013 Aena had a cash pool of €67,8 million resulting from the contract with 
ENAIRE, however this cash pool was no longer available in 2014. In 2014, the consolidation 
of Luton Airport, fully consolidated in Aena statements, has contributed to an increase in the 
amount of cash and cash equivalents available in the company’s balance sheet.  
 
4.5.5. Working Capital 
 
In terms of working capital, the most relevant parcel is Trade and Other Payables (current and 
non-current). Inventory is, in Aena’s case, the less relevant element of working capital, which 
makes sense given the activity performed by the company. Regarding deferred taxes, both 
assets and liabilities, they have been increasing. 
Graph 12: Net Debt 2011-2015 (€ millions) (Source: Company Reports; Own calculations) 
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In terms of working capital policy, Aena has been decreasing both the days of sales and 
payables outstanding quite significantly. Nevertheless, the days of payables outstanding are 
still more than the days of sales outstanding. Days of inventory have been kept quite stable and 
low (refer to section 5.2.5.). 
 
4.6. Risk Parameters 
 
There are several risks associated with Aena’s activity that may influence the valuation to be 
performed.  
Firstly, the uncertainty associated with the regulation in place, namely the lack of detailed 
information regarding tariffs and other aspects to be in place during the first and second 
DORAs (2017-2026). In case of major changes, aeronautical forecasts will be subject to some 
movements and, thus, the valuation result. 
Secondly, Aena’s activity is highly dependent on the economic performance, with air traffic 
levels being highly and positively correlated with GDP. Moreover, Aena’s customer base is 












2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 
Working Capital 2011-2015 (€, millions) 
Inventories Trade and Other Receivables (Current) Trade and Other Payables (Current) 
Trade and Other Payables (Non-current) Deferred Taxes Assets Deferred Taxes Liabilities 
Trade and Other Receivables (Non-current) 
Graph 13: Working Capital 2011-2015 (€, millions) (Source: Company reorts and own calculations) 
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the dependence on the Spanish economy. Thus, if the GDP growth is different from the one we 
predict, Aena’s valuation can diverge (both upside and downside) from the one we forecast. 
Thirdly, we consider risks associated with unpredictable movements in exchange rates. Aena 
presents minority interests in companies mainly in Mexico and Colombia and movements in 
both Mexican and Colombian pesos would influence the dividends received. Moreover, the 
majority stake in Luton means the company incurs now in revenues and costs in pounds and a 
change in the EUR/Pound can introduce some challenges to the company. Additionally, with 
70% of the passengers being international, changes in exchange rates, vis-à-vis euros, could 
imply a change in consumer’s behaviour in what concerns expenditures at commercial areas. 
Another issue that can impact both positively and negatively Aena’s financial performance is 
the increase felt in low cost carriers. On one side, the emergence of low costs carriers allowed 
for an increase in the number of flying passengers, given the lower ticket prices in charge. On 
the other hand, low cost carriers’ passengers may be more sensitive to prices and, therefore, 
not so open to spend extra money in commercial activities and other services, as for example 
parking, provided by Aena. 
By developing its activity in a two-sided market, Aena is not only subject to passengers’ 
financial health but also to airlines success. Therefore, in case of a shock in airlines 
performance, Aena’s performance could also suffer. 
Airport operators could also suffer from some external factors impossible to control for as 
terrorism or natural disasters that could reduce air traffic. Even though regulators allow for 
some changes in tariffs’ scheme in the case of this type of events, airport operators will always 
face some difficulties.  
Moreover, the high competition from high-speed trains, mainly in the case of domestic flights 
may bring some challenges to Aena’s success.  
Lastly, the political uncertainty in Cataluña, at the moment, may impact Aena’s financial 






5. Company Valuation  
 
After industry analysis and an overview of the company dynamics and operations’ drivers, we 
will now proceed to its valuation.  
Companies in the airport management industry are usually highly leveraged and Aena is not 
an exception. Nevertheless, Aena presents more leverage than its peers, which results from the 
period of high investment the company went through.  
Despite that, the company’s investment level will now be more moderate and associated with 
the maintenance of service quality and smaller investments. This, allied with the capability of 
generating positive cash flows, will determine a change in the capital structure, with the 
company proceeding to debt repayment. Therefore, we will value Aena through the APV 
method as the literature advises in the case of unstable capital structure. 
In the next sections, we will explain our assumptions regarding operational flows and discount 
factors. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis will be presented, in order to understand the magnitude 
that changes in the discount rate and long-term growth rate may have in the firm value. 
The currency of this valuation is Euros (€).  
Despite having four different segments, they all share the same risks and are influenced by the 
same key variables. Thus, a single discount rate was computed and used to value the company. 
 
5.1. Explicit period and Terminal Growth Rate 
 
In this valuation, we consider an explicit period of eleven years, from 2016 to 2026. This period 
finishes with the end of the second DORA, after which we consider the company will be in 
steady state.  
Regarding terminal growth rate, we assumed a 1,5% growth rate, which we consider to be 
representative of the company reality and in line, even though more conservative, with the 
consensus of the long-term economy growth, 2%. Thus, we decided to follow the position of 





5.2. Operational forecasts 
 
5.2.1. Revenues  
 
Aviation segment 
For the aviation segment revenues’ forecast, we took into account the two main variables 
described above, air traffic level and tariffs. 
Air traffic is related with GDP behaviour. Taking this into account, we run two regressions 
(Appendix 8): 1) Relationship between Domestic passengers and the Spanish GDP’s annual 
changes; and 2) Relationship between International passengers and world GDP’s annual 
changes; both for the 2000-2014 period.  
After, we used the results from the two regressions together with the forecasts of OECD for 
Spanish and World GDP growth rates in order to reach the expected number of passengers for 
the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, since this relationship is not linear (passengers are not 
infinite), a smooth effect was introduced.  
 
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
 Spain 2,35% 2,23% 1,93% 1,73% 1,63% 1,62% 1,66% 1,74% 1,83% 1,93% 2,02% 
World 2,74% 2,61% 2,51% 2,44% 2,40% 2,37% 2,35% 2,33% 2,32% 2,30% 2,29% 
Table 3: Spain and World GDP's growth rates forecast 2016-2026 (Source: OECD) 
 
Millions PAX  2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
Domestic   65,61 68,99 71,80 74,17 76,27 78,23 80,10 81,92 83,70 85,44 87,14 
   Growth 5,98% 5,16% 4,06% 3,30% 2,84% 2,57% 2,39% 2,27% 2,17% 2,08% 1,98% 
International  154,13 162,12 169,45 176,23 182,53 188,40 193,85 198,91 203,60 207,94 211,95 
    Growth 5,99% 5,18% 4,52% 4,00% 3,58% 3,21% 2,89% 2,61% 2,36% 2,13% 1,93% 
TOTAL  219,74 231,12 241,25 250,40 258,81 266,63 273,95 280,83 287,30 293,38 299,08 
Table 4: Passengers' Evolution: Spanish and International 2016-2026 (Source: OECD; Own calculations) 
 
Regarding tariffs, namely the maximum allowed revenue per passenger, we expect them to 
maintain their value in 2016 and to be reduced in 2017, since the first DORA will be on place. 
After 2017, tariffs will remain constant over time.  
During the financial crisis, the level of air traffic decreased, which led the regulator to increase 
tariffs. Nowadays, the economy is recovering and effects were already felt with an increase in 
passengers’ level. This recovery is expected to continue and, therefore, we expect the regulator 
to impose a lower limit to the maximum revenue per passenger than the one verified in the 
previous years.  
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€ 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
Maximum 
Revenue/PAX 
11,56 11,56 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 8,46 
Table 5: Maximum allowed revenue per passenger 2015-2026 (Source: Own calculations) 
 
In 2012 and 2013, aviation revenue has registered a significant increase, driven by an even 
larger increase in tariffs. The reduction of domestic passengers has offset partially the tariffs’ 
increase. On the other hand, in 2017, as tariffs are expected to decrease significantly, aviation 
revenues will fall. From 2018 onwards, we expect aviation revenues to increase at a moderate 




For the commercial segment revenues’ estimation, we took into account the passengers’ level 
evolution. Moreover, we expect international passengers to spend more than domestic ones in 
commercial areas. 
Aena has been implementing a strong strategy to improve commercial revenues, being this one 
of the main goals of the company for the next years. New contract celebrations with World 
Duty Free Group and well-known brands as well as constructions to improve commercial areas, 
Graph 14: Aviation revenue 2012-2026 – Drivers (Source: Own calculations) 
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moving from traditional stores to walk-through stores, have been showing already some 
positive financial results. We expect these strategies to maintain their positive impact and, 
therefore, we believe commercial segment’s revenues will grow, each year, at a rate higher 




Off-terminal services segment 
Regarding off-terminal services’ revenues, we forecast them to follow total passengers’ growth 
rate, meaning that an extra passenger will spend the same amount in off-terminal services than 
the previous one. 
We expect this segment to keep improving its services, maintaining the last years’ efforts in 
what concerns products offered and service quality. 







After Luton Airport full consolidation in Aena’s financial accounts (2014), we expect this 
segment to maintain a positive evolution year after year, but more moderate. 
As reported in the earnings presentation conference call (12/11/2015), the company is not 
pursuing, currently, any other M&A at an international level, keeping the focus on the current 
ones.  
Luton has a significant impact for this segment and we expect it to continue improving its 
results, given its importance as the 4th largest airport in London. Therefore, the euro-pound 
exchange rate influences the health of the segment. Actually, the company is benefiting from 
the appreciation of pounds vis-à-vis euros in its financial statements since the consolidation of 
Luton.   
For forecasting purposes, and given the impossibility of estimating exchange rates with 
accuracy, we based our assumptions in the expected passengers’ level evolution, assuming a 
constant conversion rate.  








5.2.2. Operating Expenses 
 
The company has implemented a cost efficiency plan, as described in the previous section, 
which has proved to be of major success. The sources of inefficiency have now been reduced 
and, therefore, we forecast operating costs to start increasing again following our air traffic 
projections.    
Since the number of passengers is predicted to increase substantially on the next years, 
operating expenses are expected to increase with passengers’ growth. In this market, a tariff 
increase may not be fully reflected in consumers’ bill, since airlines may accommodate part of 
this increase, passengers should not react a lot to changes in tariffs. For this reason, as Aena 
intends to keep its service quality - the cost per passenger should remain constant - we decided 
to forecast the operating expenses’ evolution based on the passengers’ level evolution rather 
than on the evolution of total revenue (Appendix 9).  
Given the impossibility of forecasting impairments of fixed asset disposals, we assumed them 
to be zero from 2015 onwards.  
Graph 17: International revenue 2016-2026 – Drivers (Source: Own calculations)  
 Note: Previous years not included given the values’ disparity due to full consolidation in 2014 
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The expected evolution of operating expenses is presented in the following graph. One can 





5.2.3. Operational results 
 
After forecasting both revenues and operating costs, one should analyze the effect that these 
will have in the profitability of the company. We can do so by analyzing the EBITDA margin, 


















































Table 6: EBITDA margin forecast 2016-2021 (Source: Own calculations) 
 
Looking into the table presented above, one can observe that a decline is expected for 2017, 
explained by the reduction on the aviation segment revenue (given the reduction in the 
Graph 18: Operating Expenses forecast 2012 -2026 – Drivers (Source: Own calculations) 
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maximum allowed revenue per passenger) not accompanied by a decrease of costs. 
Nevertheless, in 2018 EBITDA margin is expected to start increasing.  
This analysis becomes more interesting when we compare these values with the ones forecasted 
for Aena’s peers. We will further develop the concept of peers, but for now assume that 
Aéroports de Paris (ADP) and Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport are the most similar companies to 
Aena. Analysts’ forecasts regarding EBITDA margin for these two companies are presented in 
the table below. 
 
 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019-2026F 
ADP 41,3% 42,2% 45,1% NA 
Fraport 33,0 % 33,8% 34,3% NA 
Table 7: EBITDA margin of closest peers forecast (Source: Reuters - 30/11/2015) 
 
Our forecasts for 2016 consider Aena to have a considerably higher EBITDA margin than its 
peers. From 2017 onwards, the forecasts become closer to the peers’ ones, especially to ADP 
EBITDA margins’ forecasts. This approximation to the peers’ forecasted margins is seen as a 
sign of increased stability for the firm’s margins. 
 
5.2.4. Capital Expenditures and Depreciations & Amortizations 
 
Regarding CAPEX, we based our assumptions on the company instructions regarding its future 
investment plan. The company believes that it has the necessary infrastructures to sustain the 
increase of air traffic in the Spanish network (current maximum capacity of 335 million 
passengers per year). Therefore, the future investments will be mainly related with maintenance 
and some commercial areas’ improvements.  
Our estimation surpasses the 2014 CAPEX, € 316 M, since we take into account the investment 
to be made in Luton Airport, where the company intends to increase maximum capacity from 
12 million to 18 million passengers per year by 2019.  
We forecast Depreciations & Amortizations to decrease year over year, since most of the 







5.2.5. Working Capital 
 
Regarding working capital needs, and given the lack of information regarding next years’ 
expected behaviour, we forecast the different parcels based on the financial ratios usually 
applied: Days Sales of Inventory (DSI), Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) and Days Payable 
Outstanding (DPO). We consider a moving-average of the last three years to forecast each 
year’s Inventory, Trade and Other Receivables and Trade and Other Payables. Regarding 
Deferred Taxes, they were estimated as a percentage of EBIT (Appendix 10).  
We considered both current and non-current items, since they are both operational and, 
therefore, of interest to working capital computation. 
We expect Trade and Other Payables (current and non-current) to continue being the most 
relevant parcel of working capital from 2016 onwards, while Inventory remains the less 
relevant one. We forecast a negative working capital for the explicit period, which represents 
the capacity of the company to pay its suppliers later than it receives the proceeds from its 
clients.  





 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
NWC -128,4 -285,7 -314,8 -310,9 -332,0 -345,4 -353,5 -366,0 -375,9 -384,8 -394,3 
NWC -65,7 157,2 29,1 -3,9 21,1 13,4 8,1 12,5 9,9 8,9 9,5 




According to the information released by the company, Aena intends to start distributing 
dividends in 2016. The company will start paying 60% of after tax income, given the good 


















2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Working Capital 2012-2026 (€, millions) 
Inventories Trade and Other Receivables (Current) Trade and Other Payables (Current) 
Trade and Other Payables (Non-current) Deferred Taxes Assets Deferred Taxes Liabilities 
Trade and Other Receivables (Non-current) 
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5.3. APV Valuation 
 
In this section, we will proceed to the detailed explanation of our APV valuation. We will start 
by analysing the discount rate used afterwards to discount expected FCFF and interest tax 
shields. After, expected FCFF and interest tax shields are presented. 
 
5.3.1. Discount Rate 
 
APV methodology implies that the company is, firstly, valued as if it was unlevered and, 
therefore, the calculation of an unlevered cost of capital is required. This calculation was made 
accordingly to equation 9. 
 
5.3.1.1. Unlevered Cost of Equity 
 
Risk-free and Market Risk Premium 
When valuing a European company, analysts prefer to use German bonds as risk-free rate. 
Literature states that the risk-free rate to use is the current rate, at the moment of the valuation.  
In this valuation, German bonds with a 10 years’ maturity were used as a proxy to the risk-free 
rate and, therefore, a yield of 0,69% was considered. 
Regarding market risk premium, a value of 6%, widely accepted across different analysts, was 
considered.  
Unlevered Beta  
For the unlevered beta computation, we have implemented three different techniques: bottom-
up beta, the regression beta (with IBEX index) and the beta provided by Bloomberg. Regarding 
the regression beta, we have performed the regression with weekly data since we consider daily 
data introduce more noise, reaching a levered beta for Aena of 0,52. Bloomberg presents a 
similar value for Aena’s levered beta, 0,51.  
From the three strategies presented above, we have decided to use the bottom-up beta, since 
Aena is listed only since 11 February 2015 and, therefore, the data available is not enough to 
consider the regression beta as an appropriate value. 
The unlevered beta obtained was 0,64. Afterwards, we decided to follow the approach 
presented by Blume (1971) and we adjusted the beta ended up with a value of 0,76, which we 
used in this valuation. 
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Average    0,64 








Table 9: Unlevered Beta Calculation (Source: Bloomberg - 12/11/2015; Own calculations) 
 
After obtaining the required parcels, we have computed the unlevered cost of equity reaching 
a value of 5,27%.  
  
Risk-free 0,69% 
Risk Premium 6,00% 
Beta Unlevered 0,76 
Unlevered cost of equity 5,27% 
Table 10: Unlevered cost of equity calculation (Source: Own calculations) 
 
5.3.1.2. Cost of debt 
 
The cost of debt was computed accordingly to equation 12. This implies that a default spread 
is added to the risk-free rate. We decided to use the table provided by Damodaran (2015) 
(Appendix 11), where a default spread is associated to a credit rating.  
To do so, we considered the credit rating attributed to Aena by Moody’s Baa1 in June 2015. 




After analysing the different factors affecting company expected future performance, we arrive 
to the value of the expected FCFF for the explicit period, 2016-2026, and of the terminal value 
Competitor Beta Levered Effective Tax Rate D/E Beta Unlevered 
Aena SA 0,51 29,26% 0,64 0,35 
Aéroports de Paris 0,63 34,26% 0,27 0,53 
Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport 0,70 32,80% 0,58 0,50 
Flughafen Zürich AG  0,71 20,62% 0,13 0,64 
Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico 0,70 18,66% 0,00 0,70 
Shenzhen Airport Co 1,18 21,57% 0,06 1,13 
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computed through perpetuity. For the computation of the terminal value, we used the expected 
long-term growth rate, 1,5%, and the unlevered cost of equity, 5,27%. The values are presented 
in the table below. 
 
(€, Millions) 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
            
FCFF 1201,4 1030,6 925,6 963,1 1009,9 1023,5 1038,4 1062,8 1079,6 1097,4 1116,3 
Terminal 
Value 
          30068,7 
Table 11: FCFF 2016-2026 and Terminal Value (€, Millions) (Source: Own calculations) 
 
5.3.3. Debt Plan and Interest Tax Shields 
 
 A crucial issue on valuing the firm using APV is the analysis of debt and the tax advantages 
associated with it, the tax shields.  
At this moment, Aena’s debt is all privately held, meaning that the information regarding debt 
conditions, as interest yields and even maturities, is not fully reported by the company.  
 
The market value of debt was, therefore, computed by discounting the cash flows associated 
with debt at the cost of debt, 2,44%, following Damodaran approach. The market value of debt 
obtained was € 9 624 M. 
Given the industry reality as well as the past performance and future perspectives of Aena, we 
understood that the ability of the company to generate streams of cash flows will lead to a 
significant repayment of debt. The debt repayment will change the capital structure of the 
company by a significant percentage over the foreseeable future, which justifies our preference 
for APV instead of WACC methodology. 
For the computation of the Interest Tax Shields (ITS) we considered the effective tax rate faced 
by Aena. By analysing the differences between the effective tax rate of Aena and the Spanish 
statutory one across the last four years, we were able to conclude that there were some one-off 
events occurring each year but also some common factors across the four years’ period, namely 
the non-deductible expenses. Therefore, we considered for the effective tax rate of 2015 the 
average of the last four years, 27,56%. From 2016 onwards, since the Spanish corporate tax 
rate will decrease, we consider, as effective tax rate, 25%. 





(€, Millions) 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
            
Debt 9185,4 8487,3 7927,2 7364,3 6775,2 6199,3 5641,4 5077,2 4508,6 3936,0 3361,3 
Interests 349,0 324,9 300,2 280,4 260,5 239,7 219,3 199,6 179,6 159,5 139,2 
Table 12: Debt level and interest expenses schedule 2016-2026 (€, Millions) (Source: Own calculations) 
 
After computing the interest expenses, one can reach the value of ITS and their terminal value, 
computed through perpetuity, both presented in table below. Regarding ITS terminal value it 
was compute using the long-term growth rate, 1,5%, and 𝑟𝑑, which we consider to be the most 
appropriate given that we consider the risk associated with the tax shields the same as the risk 
arising from debt, following Myers(1974).  
 
(€, Millions) 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
            
ITS 87,3 81,2 75,1 70,1 65,1 59,9 54,8 49,9 44,9 39,9 34,8 
Terminal 
Value 
          3746,7 
Table 13: ITS 2016-2026 and Terminal Value (€, Millions) (Source: Own calculations) 
 
5.3.4. Bankruptcy costs  
 
The most challenging and inaccurate part of APV methodology is the computation of expected 
bankruptcy costs. When in a situation of bankruptcy, the company will face both direct and 
indirect costs, which result from contracts with lawyers, consultants, and others, together with 
the lack of confidence the stakeholders will have on the firm decreasing product orders or 
utilization rate. 
We follow the Altman and Kishore (1998) approach, attributing a default probability linked to 
the credit rating of the firm (Appendix 12). Therefore, a probability of default of 2,3% is 
attributed to Aena.  
Afterwards, we considered that the default costs would equal 25% of the unlevered firm value, 







5.3.5. Results  
The results of the APV valuation are presented in the following table and in further detail in 
Appendix 13. 
€, Millions  
PV Unlevered FCFF 8583,7 
PV Terminal Value – FCFF 17094,2 
PV ITS 587,2 
PV Terminal Value – ITS 2873,1 
PV Bankruptcy Costs 147,65 
Value of Operations 28990,5 
Non-Operating assets (net of liabilities) -1149,0 
EV 27841,5 
(-) Net Debt (@ Market Value) -9527,8 
(-) Minorities -63,2 
(-) Pensions -40,8 
Equity Value 18209,8 
#Shares Outstanding 150,0 
Price per share € 121,4 
Table 14: APV Valuation (€, millions) (Source: Own calculation) 
 
The APV result suggests that Aena’s price per share is € 121,4, which is higher than Aena’s 
market price of € 107,95, on 16 December of 2015.  
Additionally, one can observe the major importance of the terminal values, of both FCFF and 
ITS, that, together, account for 68,9% of Aena’s operations.  
The non-operating assets (net of liabilities), which are added to the value of operations in order 
to reach EV, are, in Aena’s case, negative, given the amount of provisions the company 
recognizes on its financial statements.  
The minorities deducted from EV to reach equity value are recognized at book value given the 
impossibility of computing their market value. 
Once again, APV methodology appears as a valuable tool to identify the different sources of 






5.3.6. Sensitivity Analysis 
 
In this section, we analyse the effect that variations in critical variables may have on the 
valuation result.  
Firstly, we have decided to examine the impact of different tariffs’ level during the first two 
DORAs, 2017-2026, ceteris paribus, on the valuation result. Given the main relevance of the 
aeronautical segment to the company’s activity, we consider this a valuable exercise.  
We design three scenarios: 1) Base case – € 8,46/PAX; 2) Optimistic – € 10,74/PAX (+26,95%; 
value equal to the 2011-2016 values’ average); 3) Pessimistic - € 6,19/PAX (-26,95%). The 
results are presented in the following table.  
 
 Pessimistic Base Case Optimistic 
Tariff level 2017-2021/PAX 6,19 8,46 10,58 
Price per share € 55,53 € 121,4 € 178,58 
Table 15: Tariff level scenarios 
 
 
One can observe the significant impact that a change in tariffs will have on the forecasted price 
per share, with variations of ± 50%, depending on the scenario.  
Afterwards, we have performed a sensitivity analysis of the impact of changes in terminal 
growth rate (g) and discount rate (𝑟𝑢) on the valuation result. The table below presents the 
results of this analysis. 
 
Table 16: Sensitivity Analysis 




  0% 0,50% 1% 1,50% 2% 
3,8% 131,69 154,37 185,87 233,27 318,82 
4,3% 108,79 125,85 148,88 182,51 243,12 
4,8% 90,71 104,04 121,72 147,28 194,76 
5,3% 76,07 86,80 100,93 121,40 161,20 
5,8% 63,98 72,85 84,51 101,58 136,53 
6,3% 53,84 61,33 71,21 85,93 117,64 
6,8% 45,20 51,65 60,22 73,24 102,71 
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Nowadays, as we are living a situation never seen before in Europe with interest rates reaching 
values close to zero or even negative, this analysis becomes even more relevant, as analysts 
expect this situation to be reverted in the foreseeable future, following the efforts of central 
banks.  
In fact, one can conclude that minor changes (± 0,5%) either on g or 𝑟𝑢 induce significant 
changes in the forecasted price per share. 
 
5.4. Multiples valuation 
After APV methodology, we have performed a multiples valuation, which aims to validate our 
previous results and also to compare Aena’s performance to its peers. 
Firstly, we have decided to use EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT multiples given the unstable capital 
structure. As stated in literature, these are the multiples less exposed to capital structures, as 
the one we expect in Aena, and proved accuracy.  
Regarding the peer group chosen, we started with an extended peer group, which we firstly use 
to compute beta (see Discount Rate – Unlevered Beta), and then we selected two companies – 
ADP and Fraport - that behave more similar to Aena in what concerns sales growth and ROIC 
(Appendix 14) and, therefore, the ones identified by different analysts in the market as the 
“true” peer group of Aena.  
As recommended by the literature, to obtain a more accurate result, we used forward multiples, 
obtained through Reuters’ terminal.  
  EV/EBITDA   EV/EBIT 
ADP  10,93  16,54 
Fraport  9,44  15,90 
Aena  11,51  20 
Flughafen Zürich 9,37  17,57 
Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico 15,25  20,34 
Shenzhen Airport Co 10,24  19,85 
 Average 11,12x  18,37x 




The values presented in the table above, allow one to conclude that Aena is more expensive 
than its peers both in terms of EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT. The only exception is Grupo 
Aeroportuario del Pacifico, which we consider in this analysis given the Aena’s stake in this 
company.  
Considering as peer group all the companies presented in the table above, the value per share 
of Aena is given in the following table. 
Millions (€) EV/EBITDA  EV/EBIT 
EV 23258,4  21982,8 
    
(-) Net Debt -9527,8  -9527,8 
(-) Minorities -63,2  -63,2 
(-) Pensions -40,8  -40,8 
    
Equity value 13626,7  12351,1 
#Shares outstanding  150,0  150,0 
Price per share €90,8  €82,3 
Table 18: Extended peer group multiples’ valuation (Source: Own calculations) 
 
Bearing in mind the importance of the peer group chosen and in order to obtain a more accurate 
estimation, we performed, as stated above, a multiples’ valuation considering ADP and Fraport 
as peers. The results of this valuation are shown in the table below. 
 
Millions (€) EV/EBITDA  EV/EBIT 
EV 22219,9  20921,6 
    
(-) Net Debt -9527,8  -9527,8 
(-) Minorities -63,2  -63,2 
(-) Pensions -40,8  -40,8 
    
    
Equity value 12588,2  11289,9 
    
#Shares outstanding  150,0  150,0 
    
Price per share €83,9  €75,3 




Multiples’ valuation suggests that the equity value of Aena would be of € 12 588,2 M, €83,9 
per share, using EV/EBITDA, and € 11 289,9 M, €75,3 per share, based on EV/EBIT. The 
prices per share obtained using only the most similar companies to Aena are lower than the one 
obtained through APV methodology and than the market value of Aena’s shares at the time of 
this valuation. Nevertheless, and as stated in the beginning of this chapter, multiples’ valuation 
is only used as a validation tool and a recommendation will not be based on these results.  
5.5. Recommendation 
 
The results of our Aena’s APV valuation lead to an equity valuation of € 18 209,8 M, 
corresponding to a price per share of €121,4. This value is higher than the current market value 
and, therefore, we consider the share is undervalued.  
Thus, our recommendation is Overweight, since we expect Aena to outperform in the next 6-
12 months period and, therefore, we consider this to be a valuable investment. Nevertheless, it 







6. Equity Research Comparison 
  
In this section, we will compare the valuation performed in this dissertation with the one 
published by J.P. Morgan Cazenove on the 25 June 2015.  
The investment bank suggests a “Underweight” recommendation, which means analysts 
believe the stock will underperform, in the next 6 to 12 months-period, “the average total return 
of stocks in the analysts’ or analysts’ team’s coverage universe”. The target price presented 
was of € 87 per share, lower than the € 95,2 per share at that date.  
It is important to highlight that this recommendation results from a combination of two distinct 
methods applied: WACC (€ 96/share; 50% weight) and SoTP multiples (€ 78/share; 50% 
weight). Our recommendation, on the other side, results solely on the APV methodology, since 
we consider multiples only as a validation tool. 
The bank’s recommendation diverges considerably from ours and, therefore, it is important to 
analyse which factors are contributing for this divergence.  
Firstly, the explicit period is different. While J.P. Morgan considers the period 2015-2017, we 
established the explicit period to be 2016-2026.  
Secondly, regarding operational forecasts, we were less optimistic than the bank. We forecast 
lower revenues for 2017 (tariffs’ impact) and slightly higher costs both for 2016 and 2017. This 
is reflected in lower EBITDA margins (2016: J.P. Morgan: 58,6%; dissertation: 55,2%; 2017: 
J.P: Morgan: 58,7%; dissertation: 45,4%).  
Regarding CAPEX, the bank expects lower values for 2016 and higher for 2017 than the ones 
we forecast. Even though, we do not have access to the bank assumptions, we follow the 
company instructions given its future investment plan.  
Nevertheless, and if we consider only the WACC valuation outcome and compare it to our 
APV outcome, the main differences appear in the discount rate used. For valuation purposes, 
J.P. Morgan uses as proxy to the risk-free rate the Spanish 30-years Government bond, which 
was at that time 3,203%, which is considerably higher than the 10-years German Government 
bond we considered, 0,69%. Following what literature states, we do not consider Spanish 
Government bonds as a reasonable proxy for a risk-free rate. The WACC used by J.P. Morgan 
was of 7%, while if we were to use WACC ours would be equal to 4,35%. 
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Additionally, the terminal growth rate considered by the bank was 1%, while we consider 1,5%.  
Regarding the multiples’ valuation performed by J.P. Morgan, it considers: the aviation 
business to be worth 0,9x the regulated entity’s business; the commercial businesses’ (inside 
and outside the terminal) value to be 12x EV/EBITDA, based on the Duty Free players’ traded 
multiple; and, the international segment’s valuation is based on book and market values. The 
result of this valuation technique, 78€/share, is in-between the values we got for our multiples’ 
valuation with the restricted peer group, given that both ADP and Fraport perform very close 
activities to Aena.  
Thus, these differences in the assumptions, discount rates and methods used justify the disparity 
between the two recommendations.  
 
(€, millions) 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Revenues             
Dissertation 3518 3785 3260 3404 3533 3656 3770 3878 3978 4072 4162 4247 
Bank 3470 3560 3636 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
EBITDA             
Dissertation 1943 2091 1481 1552 1611 1669 1723 1774 1822 1867 1910 1951 
Bank 2055 2088 2134 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
CAPEX             
Dissertation 353 520 447 466 432 448 461 475 487 498 509 519 
Bank 411 433 456 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 





After this equity valuation exercise, we were able to perform a deeper analysis of the airport 
management industry and the main drivers influencing it. At the end, we reached a target price 
of €121,4 per share, through APV methodology. Following what literature states, we found it 
more reliable than multiples valuation, since the former depends highly on the peer group 
chosen.  
This target price represents an Overweight recommendation, different than the one 
recommended in J.P. Morgan report, given the main assumptions regarding operational forces 
and interest rates’ reality.  
Nevertheless, we want to highlight the risk parameters that could challenge the result of our 
valuation as well as the different investors’ sentiment that will, ultimately, drive the market 
price of the stock. Additionally, the current interest rate reality, extremely low, leaves the 









8. Appendixes  
 











1 Depending on the country, and therefore depending on the respective regulation and 
legislation, significant entry barriers may exist. This promotes the existence of national 
monopolies that provide this kind of services.  
2 When discussing clients’ bargaining power, one must consider the multi-sided 
characteristics presented above. Although passengers are not likely to have a very 
intense bargaining power, this is not true for airlines.  
3 In terms of suppliers, depending on which services are provided directly by the airport, 
suppliers bargaining power may be larger or smaller. For instance, if the operator 
outsources its handling services, it will be more dependent on suppliers.  
4 The development of high-speed trains, felt in the last decades, can represent a threat 
to airport operators since they act as a substitute product. For instance, several European 
countries are investing on high-speed railways and China is considering a high-speed 
railway to Europe that may become a competitive alternative to passengers.  
5 Finally, regarding the competition level within the industry, this will depend on the 
characteristics described above. In fact, if the same operator manages all airports in one 
country, the degree of competition will be smaller than in countries (or even cities) with 


































 Source: Connectivity and growth – Directions of travel for airport investments, PwC 
 
 




































































Global air traffic evolution (1992-2013)
Asian 9/11 SARS Financial crisis
Source: J.P. Morgan; Airbus, Global Market Forecast 2015-2034 
 
 





Appendix 4- Segments’ description 
 
Segment Description 
Aviation Comprises airport services as passengers, landings, 
security, handling, among others 
Commercial Includes duty-free shops, restaurants, stores, car rental, 
VIP lounges, among other services inside the terminal 
Services outside the terminal Comprises services performed outside the terminal such as 
parking, warehouses, hangars and others 
International Holdings Aena has in international companies that develop 
their activities also in the airport management industry 
 
 










1 Spanish network plus London-Luton 
   2 TAV Airports 
   3 AdP (Aéroports de Paris), includes only Paris airports 
   4 Heathrow Airport Holdings Ltd. 
   5 Schiphol Group 
6 Fraport, includes only Frankfurt airport   
 






















Appendix 6 – Traffic detailed analysis 
6.1. Traffic distribution by geography 2013-2014 (millions) 
 





% Passengers 2013 2014 
Europe 1  116, 0   122, 6 5,7%  6 567 353  61,9% 62,6% 
Spain   57, 8  58, 9 1,9%  1 094 979  30,9% 30,1% 
Latin America and the Caribbean  5, 4  5, 6  2,7%  147 319  2,9% 2,8% 
North America 2  3, 6  3, 8 6,6%  238 837  1,9% 2,0% 
Africa  2, 4   2, 6 6,4%  155 483  1,3% 1,3% 
Middle East  1, 7  1, 9 13,3%  230 221  0,9% 1,0% 
Asia-Pacific 0, 4  0,4  6,1%  21 957  0,2% 0,2% 
TOTAL  187, 4  195, 9 4,5%  8 456 149  100,0% 100,0% 
1 Excludes Spain 
2 Includes the USA and Canada 
Source: Aena Annual Report 2014 
 
6.2. Main traffic figures by airports of the Aena Spanish network 2014 



























41,8 5,3% 21,3% 343 2,9% 18,7%  366 645  5,8% 53,5% 
Barcelona El-
Prat 
37,6 6,7% 19,2% 284 2,7% 15,5%  102 693  2,4% 15,0% 
Palma Mallorca 23,1 1,5% 11,8% 173 1,5% 9,4%  11 516  -5,9% 1,7% 
Canary Islands 
Group 
34,8 6,9% 17,8% 325 8,8% 17,7%  40 824  3,5% 6,0% 
Total Group I 47,3 3,5% 24,1% 427 1,6% 23,3%  29 678  4,4% 4,3% 
Total Group II 10,2 -1,7% 5,2% 158 -3,4% 8,6%  88 995  19,9% 13,0% 
Total Group III 1,1 -2,2% 0,6% 124 -4,0% 6,8%  44 859  19,0% 6,5% 
TOTAL 195,9 4,5% 100% 1834 2,3% 100,0%  685 210  7,2% 100% 
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6.3. Total traffic passengers in investee airports 2013-2014 (millions) 
Source: Aena Annual Report 2014 
 
Appendix 7 – Airlines Ranking among Aena Spanish network 
 






1 Ryanair 32 432 328 31 704 555 16,2% -2,2% 
2 Vueling 23 526 466 26 915 101 13,7% 14,4% 
3 Air Europa 13 777 478 14 854 651 7,6% 7,8% 
4 Iberia 13 262 561 13 367 576 6,8% 0,8% 
5 EasyJet 11 993 738 12 384 313 6,3% 3,3% 
6 Air Berlin 10 034 010 9 517 608 4,9% -5,1% 
7 Air Nostrum 6 408 572 6 649 970 3,4% 3,8% 
8 Iberia Express 5 830 166 6 131 407 3,1% 5,2% 
9 Binter+Naysa 4 985 077 5 133 484 2,6% 3,0% 
10 Norwegian 3 244 822 4 693 315 2,4% 44,6% 
Total Top 10 Airlines 125 495 218 131 351 980 67,1% 4,7% 
      
Other Airlines 61 909 911 64 509 298 32,9% 4,2% 
      
Total Aena  187 405 129 195 861 278 100,0% 4,5% 







2013 2014 Change 2014/2013 
Aena share 
(%) 
Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacífico 
(GAP) 
23,2 24,7 6,5% 5,8% 
Luton 9,7 10,5 8,2% 51,0% 
Aerocali 4,5 4,9 8,9% 50,0% 
SACSA 3,4 3,4 1,3% 37,9% 
TOTAL 40,8 43,5 6,6% N/A 
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Appendix 8 – Regressions outputs 
 
Relationship between Domestic passengers (D.logDomestic) and the Spanish GDP’s 
(D.logGDPSpain) annual changes; period from 2000-2014; beta = 2,78: a 1% change in the 
Spanish’s GDP leads to a 2,78% change in the Spanish passengers’ level; statistically 
significant (P-value = 0,001 < 5%); R-squared=64,23%: the model explains 64,23% of the 




Relationship between International passengers (D.logInternational) and the World GDP’s 
(D.logGDPOECD) annual changes; period from 2000-2014; beta = 2,38: a 1% change in the 
World’s GDP leads to a 2,38% change in the International passengers’ level; statistically 
significant (P-value = 0,000 < 5%); R-squared=73,57%: the model explains 73,57% of the 
variability of the International passengers’ annual changes.
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Appendix 9 – Operating Expenses Analysis (€) 
A) Aviation  
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Raw Materials                 
 Expenditure per passenger 1,03 1,03 1,06 0,93 0,88 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,96 
Staff Costs                 
 Expenditure per passenger 1,64 2,28 1,56 1,52 1,49 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 1,52 
Other operating expenses                 
 Expenditure per passenger 3,99 3,70 3,34 3,08 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 3,60 
B) Commercial 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Raw Materials                 
 Expenditure per passenger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Staff Costs                 
 Expenditure per passenger 0,15 0,23 0,15 0,13 0,12 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 
Other operating expenses                 
 Expenditure per passenger 0,53 0,52 0,55 0,43 0,47 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 0,48 
C) Off-terminal Services 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Raw Materials                  
 Expenditure per passenger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Staff Costs                 
 Expenditure per passenger 0,07 0,10 0,07 0,06 0,05 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 
Other operating expenses                 
 Expenditure per passenger 0,35 0,31 0,33 0,28 0,35 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 
D) International 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Raw Materials                  
 Expenditure per passenger NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Staff Costs                 
 Expenditure per passenger NA 0,24 0,19 1,26 3,51 4,20 4,24 3,97 4,12 4,10 4,06 4,10 4,09 4,08 4,09 4,08 
Other operating expenses                 
 Expenditure per passenger NA 0,34 0,44 1,95 8,79 8,59 8,58 8,56 8,55 8,55 8,55 8,55 8,55 8,55 8,55 8,55 
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Appendix 10 – Working Capital (€, Millions) 
 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Inventories 5,22 4,18 4,62 9,14 6,95 8,48 9,79 9,21 9,92 10,36 10,47 10,86 11,13 11,35 11,61 11,84 
   Days of inventory 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Trade and other receivables                 
 Current 457,73 498,29 605,56 503,28 648,15 693,96 571,25 614,54 634,19 652,41 676,64 694,46 711,65 729,11 744,46 759,25 
 Non-current 0 0 148,83 55,25 71,76 76,19 62,71 67,47 69,62 71,62 74,28 76,24 78,13 80,04 81,73 83,35 
   Days of sales outstanding 68 69 76 59 68 68 65 67 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 
Trade and other payables                 
 Current 985,08 761,38 446,57 389,19 587,93 572,96 601,02 647,89 657,37 682,16 706,23 722,56 741,39 758,75 774,09 789,45 
 Non-current 1,40 3,77 236,16 204,84 309,44 301,56 316,33 341,00 345,99 359,04 371,71 380,30 390,21 399,35 407,42 415,50 
   Days of payables outstanding 223 172 122 109 134 122 122 126 123 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 
Deferred Taxes Assets 59,00 62,26 76,21 102,12 92,93 131,32 48,80 69,08 85,74 101,70 116,52 130,12 142,76 154,69 165,99 176,74 
         % EBIT -19% -67% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 
Deferred Taxes Liabilities 0,67 0,21 0,20 127,41 115,93 163,82 60,88 86,18 106,96 126,87 145,36 162,33 178,09 192,98 207,07 220,48 
       % EBIT -0,2% -0,2% 0% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 
 





×  360 
 
𝐷𝑃𝑂 =  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
 ×  360 
𝐷𝑆𝑂 =  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠
 ×  360
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   Source: Damodaran (2015) 
 











Source: Altman and Kishore (1998)
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Appendix 13 – APV Valuation (€, Millions). (A) FCFF; (B) PV Unlevered Firm; (C) PV ITS; (D) PV Bankruptcy Costs  
(A) 
 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
            
EBIT 1196,9 630,2 738,8 828,5 913,6 990,2 1059,2 1122,5 1181,0 1235,1 1285,5 
Tax on EBIT -303,4 -161,6 -188,8 -211,2 -232,5 -251,7 -269,0 -284,9 -299,5 -313,1 -325,7 
Notional Income Tax -299,2 -157,5 -184,7 -207,1 -228,4 -247,5 -264,8 -280,6 -295,3 -308,8 -321,4 
Tax Adjustments -4,2 -4,0 -4,1 -4,1 -4,1 -4,2 -4,2 -4,3 -4,3 -4,3 -4,3 
            
Depreciation & Amortization 894,1 851,3 812,7 782,2 755,2 733,0 714,6 699,2 686,2 675,2 665,8 
CAPEX -520,4 -446,6 -466,3 -432,4 -447,5 -461,4 -474,5 -486,5 -497,9 -508,7 -518,8 
Changes in working capital -65,7 157,3 29,1 -3,9 21,1 13,4 8,1 12,5 9,9 8,9 9,5 
Trade and other receivables 
(current) 
-45,8 122,7 -43,3 -19,7 -18,2 -24,2 -17,8 -17,2 -17,5 -15,4 -14,8 
Inventories -1,5 -1,3 0,6 -0,7 -0,4 -0,1 -0,4 -0,3 -0,2 -0,3 -0,2 
Trade and other payables 
(current) 
-15,0 28,1 46,9 9,5 24,8 24,1 16,3 18,8 17,4 15,3 15,4 
Deferred taxes assets -38,4 82,5 -20,3 -16,7 -16,0 -14,8 -13,6 -12,6 -11,9 -11,3 -10,7 
Deferred taxes liabilities 47,9 -102,9 25,3 20,8 19,9 18,5 17,0 15,8 14,9 14,1 13,4 
Other receivables (non-
current) 
-5,0 13,5 -4,8 -2,2 -2,0 -2,7 -2,0 -1,9 -1,9 -1,7 -1,6 
Other long-term liabilities -7,9 14,8 24,7 5,0 13,1 12,7 8,6 9,9 9,1 8,1 8,1 
            
FCFF 1201,4 1030,6 925,6 963,1 1009,9 1023,5 1038,4 1062,8 1079,6 1097,4 1116,3 









  2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
             
PV - FCFF  1141,3 930,0 793,4 784,3 781,2 752,1 724,9 704,8 680,1 656,8 634,6 
PV - Terminal Value            17094,2 
PV Unlevered Firm 25677,9            
 
(C) 
  2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
             
PV - ITS  85,2 77,4 69,8 63,7 57,7 51,8 46,3 41,1 36,1 31,3 26,7 
PV - ITS Terminal Value            2873,1 
             















Bankruptcy costs   
   
Probability of default  2,30% 
Cost of default  25% 
Unlevered firm value  25 677,9 
Expected bankruptcy cost   147,65    
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Aena vs Peer Group
Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport Aena
Aeroports de Paris Flughafen Zuerich AG
Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico SCHENZEH
  Restricted peer group 
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Appendix 15 - Balance Sheet 2011-2026 (€, Millions)
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Total Assets 16946,5 16717,0 16445,3 17416,9 16767,0 16411,3 15792,6 15511,4 15201,4 14922,1 14685,8 14484,1 14307,3 14149,9 14010,9 13894,4 
Non-current assets 16480,2 16206,4 15822,8 16614,2 16015,9 15685,6 15185,0 14863,6 14532,6 14242,9 13988,8 13764,2 13566,0 13391,6 13238,1 13103,4 
Property, Plant and 
Equipment 
16066,0 15781,5 15230,8 15557,8 15109,6 14850,0 14532,5 14250,0 13947,0 13673,7 13427,4 13205,9 13007,1 12829,1 12670,4 12529,2 
Intangible assets 108,0 115,7 108,7 641,6 488,6 378,2 294,5 234,1 190,6 159,5 137,4 121,8 110,9 103,5 98,6 95,4 
Investment Properties 133,1 129,3 150,6 131,4 127,6 123,9 120,4 116,9 113,6 110,3 107,1 104,1 101,1 98,2 95,4 92,7 
Investment in associates 55,2 58,4 100,8 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 77,7 
Other receivables 0,0 0,0 148,8 55,3 71,2 76,2 62,7 67,5 69,6 71,6 74,3 76,2 78,1 80,0 81,7 83,4 
Deferred tax assets 59,0 62,3 76,2 102,1 92,9 131,3 48,8 69,1 85,7 101,7 116,5 130,1 142,8 154,7 166,0 176,7 
Available-for-sale financial 
assets 
57,8 57,8 4,9 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 4,8 
Other financial assets 1,1 1,4 1,8 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 
Current assets 466,3 510,7 622,6 802,7 751,1 725,7 607,7 647,8 668,8 679,2 697,0 720,0 741,2 758,3 772,8 790,9 
Inventories 5,2 4,2 4,6 9,1 6,9 8,5 9,8 9,2 9,9 10,4 10,5 10,9 11,1 11,3 11,6 11,8 
Trade and other receivables 457,7 498,3 605,6 503,3 648,2 694,0 571,2 614,5 634,2 652,4 676,6 694,5 711,6 729,1 744,5 759,2 
Cash and cash equivalents 3,3 8,2 12,4 290,3 96,0 23,3 26,6 24,0 24,7 16,4 9,9 14,6 18,5 17,9 16,7 19,9 
EQUITY AND 
LIABILITIES 
                
Total Equity 2489,2 2437,3 3039,1 3578,3 3755,6 4015,0 4111,4 4247,8 4417,2 4618,1 4848,3 5105,3 5387,3 5692,8 6020,7 6369,8 
Share Capital 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 2600,9 
Retained earnings/losses -82,8 -146,1 450,5 930,2 1106,4 1364,2 1460,0 1595,7 1764,0 1963,6 2192,4 2447,8 2728,1 3031,8 3357,6 3704,6 
Accumulated exchange 
differences 
-4,7 -1,0 -5,9 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 -5,1 
Reserves -24,1 -16,4 -6,4 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 -9,7 
Minority interests 0,0 0,0 0,0 62,1 63,2 64,7 65,3 66,2 67,2 68,4 69,9 71,4 73,2 75,0 77,1 79,2 
Total Liabilities 14457,2 14279,7 13406,2 13838,6 13011,4 12396,4 11681,2 11263,5 10784,2 10304,0 9837,5 9378,9 8920,0 8457,1 7990,2 7524,6 
Non-current liabilities 12155,8 12152,4 11494,9 11982,2 11074,5 10542,7 9869,5 9460,4 9027,1 8580,1 8146,1 7725,5 7302,6 6877,3 6450,3 6024,4 
Borrowings  11124,7 11033,6 10374,0 9872,6 8835,9 8226,3 7601,1 7099,4 6595,3 6067,7 5552,0 5052,3 4547,1 4037,8 3525,0 3010,3 
Deferred tax liabilities 0,7 0,2 0,2 127,4 115,9 163,8 60,9 86,2 107,0 126,9 145,4 162,3 178,1 193,0 207,1 220,5 
Other non-current liabilities 1030,4 1118,6 1120,7 1982,2 2122,6 2152,7 2207,6 2274,8 2324,8 2385,6 2448,7 2510,8 2577,4 2646,6 2718,2 2793,6 
Current liabilities 2301,4 2127,3 1911,3 1856,5 1936,9 1853,6 1811,7 1803,2 1757,1 1723,9 1691,5 1653,4 1617,5 1579,8 1539,9 1500,2 
Trade and other payables 985,1 761,4 446,6 389,2 587,9 573,0 601,0 647,9 657,4 682,2 706,2 722,6 741,4 758,7 774,1 789,4 
Borrowings 1074,6 1052,1 1099,8 1151,1 1030,2 959,1 886,2 827,8 769,0 707,5 647,3 589,1 530,2 470,8 411,0 351,0 
Other current liabilities 241,8 313,8 364,9 316,2 318,8 321,5 324,4 327,5 330,8 334,2 337,9 341,8 345,9 350,3 354,9 359,7 
Total equity and liabilities 16946,5 16717,0 16445,3 17416,9 16767,0 16411,3 15792,6 15511,4 15201,4 14922,1 14685,8 14484,1 14307,3 14149,9 14010,9 13894,4 
Source: Company reports; Own calculations 
 
Source: Company reports; Own calculations 
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Appendix 16 – Income Statement 2011-2026 (€, Millions) 
 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
Ordinary Revenue 2405,7 2598,5 2876,8 3076,0 3436,2 3699,6 3174,7 3315,0 3441,1 3561,1 3671,5 3775,6 3871,6 3962,3 4047,8 4128,3 
   Airport services 1730,1 1910,4 2171,4 2241,5 2336,6 2539,5 1956,3 2042,0 2119,5 2190,6 2256,8 2318,8 2377,1 2431,8 2483,3 2531,6 
   Commercial services 517,4 533,6 552,8 629,4 745,4 791,0 835,3 875,2 911,6 945,3 976,8 1006,2 1033,9 1059,9 1084,2 1107,0 
   Off-terminal services 158,2 145,5 146,2 160,5 166,3 176,3 185,4 193,5 200,9 207,6 213,9 219,8 225,3 230,5 235,3 239,9 
   International 7,8 10,1 8,1 46,0 187,9 192,8 197,7 204,2 209,2 217,5 224,1 230,8 235,4 240,1 244,9 249,8 
Other operating income 68,9 73,1 54,9 89,0 82,1 85,4 85,7 88,8 92,0 95,4 98,8 102,4 106,2 110,2 114,3 118,7 
Total Revenue 2474,6 2671,6 2931,6 3165,0 3518,3 3785,0 3260,4 3403,8 3533,1 3656,4 3770,3 3878,0 3977,8 4072,4 4162,1 4246,9 
Expenses                 
Raw Materials  -211,2 -198,6 -196,1 -180,4 -182,9 -210,0 -220,9 -230,6 -239,3 -247,4 -254,9 -261,9 -268,4 -274,6 -280,4 -285,9 
Staff Costs -384,1 -508,9 -334,3 -348,5 -381,9 -423,3 -444,6 -460,4 -479,2 -495,3 -509,8 -524,4 -537,1 -549,3 -560,9 -571,8 
Other operating expenses -991,9 -883,4 -796,4 -761,0 -1011,9 -1062,5 -1115,0 -1162,9 -1205,6 -1246,7 -1284,4 -1319,9 -1352,5 -1383,3 -1412,5 -1440,0 
Impairment on fixed asset 
disposals 
-18,0 -25,7 -56,1 -9,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Other results 0,0 -0,5 10,8 1,5 1,7 1,8 1,6 1,6 1,7 1,8 1,8 1,9 1,9 2,0 2,0 2,0 
Total Expenses -1605,2 -1617,1 -1372,1 -1298,3 -1575,1 -1694,0 -1778,9 -1852,3 -1922,4 -1987,7 -2047,2 -2104,3 -2156,1 -2205,2 -2251,8 -2295,6 
EBITDA 869,4 1054,4 1559,5 1866,7 1943,2 2091,0 1481,4 1551,6 1610,7 1668,8 1723,2 1773,8 1821,7 1867,2 1910,3 1951,3 
EBITDA margin 35,1% 39,5% 53,2% 59,0% 55,2% 55,2% 45,4% 45,6% 45,6% 45,6% 45,7% 45,7% 45,8% 45,8% 45,9% 45,9% 
Depreciations and 
amortizations 
-834,1 -833,4 -817,7 -814,9 -957,8 -894,1 -851,3 -812,7 -782,2 -755,2 -733,0 -714,6 -699,2 -686,2 -675,2 -665,8 
EBIT   35,3 221,0 741,8 1051,8 985,4 1196,9 630,2 738,8 828,5 913,6 990,2 1059,2 1122,5 1181,0 1235,1 1285,5 
EBIT margin 1,4% 8,3% 25,3% 33,2% 28,0% 31,6% 19,3% 21,7% 23,5% 25,0% 26,3% 27,3% 28,2% 29,0% 29,7% 30,3% 
Financial income/ expenses -350,5 -322,1 -249,0 -391,1 -385,3 -344,0 -320,6 -295,7 -275,7 -255,6 -234,6 -214,1 -194,3 -174,2 -153,9 -133,6 
Share in profits obtained by 
associates 
9,2 8,9 4,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 
EBT -306,0 -92,2 497,5 672,4 611,9 864,6 321,3 454,9 564,5 669,6 767,2 856,7 940,0 1018,5 1092,9 1163,7 
Income tax 91,5 28,7 99,2 -196,7 -168,6 -216,2 -80,3 -113,7 -141,1 -167,4 -191,8 -214,2 -235,0 -254,6 -273,2 -290,9 
Effective tax rate 29,9% 31,1% 19,9% 29,3% 27,6% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 
Net income -214,5 -63,5 596,7 475,7 443,2 648,5 241,0 341,1 423,4 502,2 575,4 642,6 705,0 763,9 819,7 872,8 
   Minority 0,0 0,0 0,0 -2,9 2,7 4,0 1,5 2,1 2,6 3,1 3,5 3,9 4,3 4,7 5,0 5,4 
   Attributable net income -214,5 -63,5 596,7 478,6 440,5 644,5 239,5 339,0 420,8 499,1 571,9 638,6 700,6 759,2 814,6 867,4 
Source: Company reports; Own calculations 
 




Appendix 17 – Cash Flow Statement 2011-2026 (€, Millions) 
 
 
 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014A 2015E 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
OPERATING ACTIVITIES                 
Pre-tax profit/loss -306,0 -92,2 497,5 672,4 611,9 864,6 321,3 454,9 564,5 669,6 767,2 856,7 940,0 1018,5 1092,9 1163,7 
Adjustments to profit/loss 1225,1 1288,2 1117,8 1166,6 1331,4 1226,3 1160,1 1096,7 1046,2 999,1 955,9 917,0 881,7 848,7 817,4 787,6 
Changes in working capital 116,2 -145,4 -34,4 -47,1 142,5 -65,7 157,3 29,1 -3,9 21,1 13,4 8,1 12,5 9,9 8,9 9,5 
Other cash flow from operating activities -302,2 -344,2 -383,9 -445,7 -553,9 -560,1 -400,9 -409,4 -416,9 -423,1 -426,5 -428,3 -429,3 -428,8 -427,2 -424,5 
Interest Paid -302,2 -344,2 -271,4 -258,8 -390,0 -349,0 -324,9 -300,2 -280,4 -260,5 -239,7 -219,3 -199,6 -179,6 -159,5 -139,2 
Interest Received 0,0 0,1 0,2 2,9 4,7 5,0 4,3 4,5 4,7 4,9 5,0 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,7 
Taxes Paid 0,0 -0,1 -112,2 -189,4 -168,6 -216,2 -80,3 -113,7 -141,1 -167,4 -191,8 -214,2 -235,0 -254,6 -273,2 -290,9 
Other collections/payments 0,0 -0,1 -0,5 -0,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Net cash generated from operating activities 733,0 706,4 1196,9 1346,2 1531,8 1465,1 1237,8 1171,2 1189,9 1266,8 1310,1 1353,6 1405,0 1448,2 1492,0 1536,3 
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES                 
CAPEX -1084,4 -815,4 -492,3 -316,1 -352,8 -520,4 -446,6 -466,3 -432,4 -447,5 -461,4 -474,5 -486,5 -497,9 -508,7 -518,8 
Other investing activities cash flows 1,8 2,1 -57,9 35,3 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 11,7 
Net cash used in investment activities -1082,7 -813,3 -550,2 -280,9 -341,1 -508,7 -434,8 -454,6 -420,7 -435,8 -449,7 -462,7 -474,8 -486,2 -496,9 -507,1 
FINANCING ACTIVITIES 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Income from external financing  61,6 17,5 16,1 79,0 38,4 40,7 43,1 45,6 48,3 51,2 54,2 57,4 60,8 64,4 68,2 72,2 
Other collections 0,1 0,0 0,0 3,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Change in borrowings 285,1 94,3 -658,3 -844,6 -1157,5 -680,8 -698,1 -560,2 -562,8 -589,1 -575,9 -557,9 -564,1 -568,6 -572,6 -574,7 
Dividends paid 0,0 0,0 0,0 -6,5 -265,9 -389,1 -144,6 -204,7 -254,0 -301,3 -345,2 -385,5 -423,0 -458,3 -491,8 -523,7 
Other payments 0,0 0,0 -0,4 -19,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Net cash generated/used in financing activities 346,7 111,8 -642,5 -788,1 -1385,0 -1029,2 -799,6 -719,2 -768,6 -839,3 -867,0 -886,1 -926,3 -962,6 -996,2 -1026,1 
                 
Effect of changes in exchange rates 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
                 
Net decrease/increase in cash & cash equivalents -2,9 4,9 4,2 277,9 -194,3 -72,7 3,3 -2,6 0,7 -8,3 -6,5 4,7 3,8 -0,6 -1,1 3,1 
Cash and cash equivalents at the beg of the year 6,2 3,3 8,2 12,4 290,3 96,0 23,3 26,6 24,0 24,7 16,4 9,9 14,6 18,5 17,9 16,7 
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the fiscal 
year 
3,3 8,2 12,4 290,3 96,0 23,3 26,6 24,0 24,7 16,4 9,9 14,6 18,5 17,9 16,7 19,9 
Source: Company reports; Own calculations 
 







































































































(€, Millions)  2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
             
ITS  87,3 81,2 75,1 70,1 65,1 59,9 54,8 49,9 44,9 29,9 34,8 
 
Source: Reuters; Own calculations 
 
Source: Reuters; Own calculations 
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Given the forecasted change in the capital structure of Aena, we 
performed its equity valuation through APV methodology. 
Secondly, a relative valuation was performed as a validation 





(€, Millions) 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F 
            
Revenues 3785,0 3260,4 3403,8 3533,1 3656,4 3770,3 3878,0 3977,8 4072,4 4162,1 4246,9 
EBITDA 2091,0 1481,4 1551,6 1610,7 1668,8 1723,2 1773,8 1821,7 1867,2 1910,3 1951,3 
EBIT 1196,9 630,2 738,8 828,5 913,6 990,2 1059,2 1122,5 1181,0 1235,1 1285,5 
Tax on EBIT -303,4 -161,6 -188,8 -211,2 -232,5 -251,7 -269,0 -284,9 -299,5 -313,1 -325,7 
D&A 894,1 851,3 812,7 782,2 755,2 733,0 714,6 699,2 686,2 675,2 665,8 
CAPEX -520,4 -446,6 -466,3 -432,4 -447,5 -461,4 -474,5 -486,5 -497,9 -508,7 -518,8 
Δ NWC -65,7 157,3 29,1 -3,9 21,1 13,4 8,1 12,5 9,9 8,9 9,5 





rD = 2,44% 
rf = 0,69% 
βunl = 0,76 
MRP = 6% 
ru = 5,27% 
t = 25% 
D/V = 63, 55% 
𝐸/𝑉 = 36,45%  
Bankruptcy Prob = 2,30% 
Bankruptcy costs = 25% 
 
made will be related with maintenance and further 
investments to keep improving commercial areas.  
Therefore, Aena has now the capacity to decrease 
leverage. We forecast net debt/EBITDA ratio to reach 
4,4x in 2016 (5,75x in 2014). 
3) We expect commercial revenues to maintain their 
upward trend, given the company efforts to 
modernize the commercial areas and the contracts 
signed with Duty Free World and well-known 
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4,4x in 2016 (5,75x in 2014). 
3) We expect commercial revenues to maintain their 
upward trend, given the company efforts to modernize 
the commercial areas and the contracts signed with 
Duty Free World and well-known brands  allied with 
the forecasted increase in air travel.  
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1. Regulatory Uncertainty 
Lack of detailed information regarding tariffs and other aspects to be in place during the first 
and second DORAs (2017-2026). We forecast tariffs to decrease in 2017 and from that year 
onwards they are kept constant. 
2. High dependence on world’s economy performance 
Air traffic is highly correlated with GDP and so it is Aena’s financial health. Being 30% of the 
company’s customer base composed by Spanish passengers, a high dependence on Spanish 
economy is also verified. 
3. Exchange rates movements 
Given the company’s majority stake in Luton airport and its minority stakes in Mexican and 
Colombian companies, its financial performance is influenced by the position of pounds and 
Mexican and Colombian pesos vis-à-vis euros. Additionally, and since 70% of total customers 
are international, changes in their own currency can influence their purchase power and, 
therefore, impact Aena’s financials.   
4. Low Cost Carriers emergence 
The increase felt on low cost carriers allowed for an increase in air traffic. Nevertheless, it 
could represent a risk if the new passengers are more price sensitive and, therefore, are less 
open to spend money on the non-aeronautical areas. 
  
€, Millions  
PV Unlevered Firm 25 677,9 
PV ITS 3 460,3 
PV Bankruptcy Costs 147,65 
Value of Operations 28990,5 
Non-Operating assets (net of liabilities) -1149,0 
EV 27841,5 
(-) Net Debt (@ Market Value) -9527,8 
(-) Minorities -63,2 
(-) Pensions -40,8 
Equity Value 18209,8 
#Shares Outstanding 150,0 
Price per share € 121,4 
  EV/EBITDA  EV/EBIT 
ADP  10,93  16,54 
Fraport  9,44  15,90 
Aena  11,51  20 
Flughafen Zürich 9,37  17,57 
Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico 15,25  20,34 
Shenzhen Airport Co 10,24  19,85 
 Average 11,12x  18,37x 
When compared to its peers, Aena is 
more expensive both in terms of 
EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT. The only 
exception is Grupo Aeroportuario del 
Pacifico, which is included given Aena’s 
stake on it. 
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